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If you want to make a nice gift basket for a friend, co-worker or family member, we've got
suggestions for what to put in 101 different themed baskets to help you put it together. Let them
know how much you care with a custom gift basket that you put together yourself!
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I really enjoyed this short Ebook!! It opened fine and has creative, interesting suggestions for
different do it yourself baskets. Much appreciated, I am sure I will use some of these wonderfully
creative suggestions in the future.

I really didn't care for this book as much as everyone else did. There's no table of contents. (My
Kindle font size is #3, so I had to scroll through about 16 pages to see the entire list.) The baskets
are listed in alphabetical order, sort of. If you want to create a "detox" basket, you won't find it under
"d" for detox. You'll find it under "n" for natural detox. Some of the basket ideas are similar, goat's
milk soap basket & natural soap basket, cleaning basket and natural cleaning basket. (I'm not sure
a basket full cleaning supplies would make my top 10 list of great gifts but someone might like it.)
There aren't any photos of what any of the finished baskets might look like. (Even the cover shows

an "empty" basket.) The book starts with an introduction and then just lists 101 ideas for various gift
baskets. Each basket is numbered, has a title and gift ideas. I, personally, didn't find the ideas all
that "fantastic."Examples of a few gift baskets:3. Aromatherapy: Reed diffuser, scented candles in
pretty glass containers, potpourri, sachets, tea infuser with variety of fruit-flavored teas. (How about
adding some essential oils to use with the reed diffuser.)39. Goat's Milk Soap: Soaps, soap dishes,
washcloths, dish towels, lotion96. Wine: One or two bottles of wine, two glass or plastic wine
glasses, small plates, cheese and crackers. (How about a corkscrew?)

This is a great little guide for filling your own gift baskets.It doesn't get into the wrapping or bow
making or that type of thing but it really covers the bases for filling the basket. Ideas for all sorts of
interests. It will come in very handy.

Clever ideas! Wonderful resource that i will use year round. This little book also primes one's own
creativity for even more ideas

Like the way the information was presented without being using too many words. Very good time
saver and great ideas for baskets

I'm a last minute have to hand a unique present kinda person. This helped me out with a couple of
last minute preparations

This book gave me fun ideas. Put together with the ideas I already had in my head this gives me
quite a few choices of gift baskets to go on. Fun book. It got my creative juices going.

What great ideas! It was like brainstorming which made my mind get busy and come up with the
exact basket I needed for my occasion.
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